Real-time volume rendering in dynamic lighting environments using precomputed photon mapping.
We present a framework for precomputed volume radiance transfer that achieves real-time rendering of global illumination effects for volume data sets such as multiple scattering, volumetric shadows, and so on. Our approach incorporates the volumetric photon mapping method into the classical precomputed radiance transfer pipeline. We contribute several techniques for light approximation, radiance transfer precomputation, and real-time radiance estimation, which are essential to make the approach practical and to achieve high frame rates. For light approximation, we propose a new discrete spherical function that has better performance for construction and evaluation when compared with existing rotational invariant spherical functions such as spherical harmonics and spherical radial basis functions. In addition, we present a fast splatting-based radiance transfer precomputation method and an early evaluation technique for real-time radiance estimation in the clustered principal component analysis space. Our techniques are validated through comprehensive evaluations and rendering tests. We also apply our rendering approach to volume visualization.